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The moment your data change scientific minds. 
This is the moment we work for.

// recognition
 made by Zeiss



Let your ZEISS electron microscope reveal the secrets of the living world. Imaging on a scale 

where cellular structure and function becomes clear. Coming to understand the mechanisms of 

diseases, the interacting processes of biological samples. Imaging as well as creating data in 3D.  

Like all ZEISS products, your electron microscope is easy-to-use, intelligent and fully integrated:  

a powerful and versatile tool that meets the needs of your most demanding experiments.  

For more than 160 years ZEISS has been developing solutions that answer the challenging 

questions in the fields of life sciences and medical research. Our commitment to your  

success starts long before you decide on a ZEISS system and extends well beyond with a  

comprehensive range of support services. Find out more on page 59.

Keep Your Eye on Results.

Identify Your Competitive Advantages
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Focusing on life sciences, your interest in structures lies beyond the resolution of light

microscopy: this is where the world of electron microscopy begins.

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) technology has been around for a while and its  

capacity for imaging surface topography is well known. With advanced and exciting  

automated SEM techniques you can now visualize fine ultrastructural details of even large  

biological specimens, e.g. neurons with their wide dendritic ramification and long axons. 

With a field-emission SEM (FE-SEM) from ZEISS you enter a domain that in the past was  

reserved to classic transmission electron microscopy (TEM). You profit from the ease of use 

and automation of a SEM while still using all standard methods of EM sample preparation. 

But single images are no longer enough. Your next step is to understand structure and

function in the 3D context, connecting to your results with optical microscopy. SEM gives

you access to a 3D nano world by enabling automated image acquisition of large areas 

and volumes at high speed, while achieving excellent resolution and contrast.

With the unique ZEISS portfolio for life sciences at your disposal, you enter a whole

new world of ultrastructure imaging and correlative microscopy in 3D. 

Explore 3D Nano Worlds 

Choose your ZEISS SEM for automated TEM-like  

3D imaging and correlate your results with a  

whole portfolio of complementing techniques.  

Faster. More flexible. Higher throughput.
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Select Your System According to Your Requirements.

Welcome to the world of imaging with SEMs and FIB-SEMs.  

In this compendium you will see the whole ZEISS portfolio  

of electron microscopes for life sciences with many exciting  

applications to discover. Use it as a guide to selecting application- 

tailored instruments for 3D imaging and correlative microscopy.

Applications
 

Explore electron microscopy techniques for life sciences:

•	 Section Imaging

•	 Block Face Imaging

•	 Focused Ion Beam Nanotomography

•	 Cryo Imaging

•	 Correlative Microscopy

•	 Topography Imaging

Solutions
 

Select the ideal system for your applications:

•	 EVO Series

•	 SIGMA Series

•	 MERLIN Series

•	 Crossbeam Series

•	 SIGMA 3View and MERLIN 3View

•	 Atlas Array Tomography

•	 Atlas 3D for Crossbeam

•	 Shuttle & Find

Technology
 

Your insight into the technology behind the systems:

•	 SEM

•	 FE-SEM with GEMINI I

•	 FE-SEM with GEMINI II

•	 FIB-SEM 

•	 Complete Detection System
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Applications

Explore Electron Microscopy
Techniques for Life Sciences
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Use Your FE-SEM for TEM-like Images from Sections

Investigating resin-embedded samples is routine work for life  

scientists. One possible approach to revealing subcellular details  

is to cut the sample into ultrathin sections.

Different carriers can be used as a support for the sections:

•	 Grids – classic sample support for scanning transmission  

electron microscopy (STEM) with a limited number of sections

•	 Wafers – conductive support for hundreds of sections

•	 Cover slips – transparent support with conductive  

indium tin oxide (ITO) coating – for dozens of sections,  

suitable for electron microcscopy (EM) and light microscopy (LM).

Select the preparation best suited for your application, resolve  

lipid bilayers easily and investigate large numbers of sections with

unprecedented speed for high throughput in a field emission  

SEM (FE-SEM).

Signal Acquisition Is Your Key to Image Quality

With ZEISS FE-SEMs you get high resolution images with excellent 

contrast. Choose from several different signal acquisitions:

•	 Imaging sections on grids with STEM delivers the highest  

resolution possible in a SEM. 

•	 Sections on solid substrate, imaged with the Inlens secondary 

electron detector in the proven GEMINI column, produce the 

most surface-sensitive results and thus the best resolution for 

this preparation. 

•	 Image material contrast of heavy metal stained samples with  

the unique EsB (energy selective backscatter) Inlens detector  

resulting in excellent resolution and contrast at extreme  

low voltages. 

Analyze How Life Happens – in 3D

Single images are mere snapshots of a complex threedimensional 

situation compressed onto a 2D image. You will need a 3D 

datastack to fully understand your sample.

ZEISS FE-SEMs support a broad variety of techniques to enter the 

3D world. One possibility is SEM Array Tomography. ZEISS offers a 

highly automated, user-oriented workflow to create aligned image 

series out of numerous sections on a carrier. This datastack can 

then be computed into a 3D model. 

And – just in case – you can store the sections for further  

investigations should new questions arise. For sections on  

ITO-coated cover slips you can correlate optical and electron  

microscopic results.
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Applications

Investigate ultrastructure by imaging  

sections with ZEISS FE-SEMs.  

Get brilliant results – fast. 

Section Imaging



New Possibilities for Your Approach:  

Take a Second Look on Block Samples

Instead of cutting the block and imaging the sections, now

you can image the tissue directly in the block. Then the specimen 

is cut inside the chamber with images taken after each slice.

You have two choices for cutting:

•	 SIGMA 3View and MERLIN 3View feature an ultramicrotome  

by Gatan, Inc. inside the SEM chamber

•	 Crossbeam, a FE-SEM combined with a focused ion beam (FIB)  

for slicing

The sample’s properties bring both a promise and a demand:

the promise is an easily accessible big volume with excellent  

contrast of the stained tissue; the demand comes from the resin’s 

polymers which tend to charge.

Take Advantage of Your Sample’s Properties 

Backscatter electron (BSE) imaging is ideal for heavy metal stained 

block samples. BSE detectors show brilliant material contrasts, and 

they are also insensitive to charging that might be caused by the 

resin. 

SIGMA 3View and MERLIN 3View come with a backscatter  

detector especially built for imaging biological samples. Crossbeam

systems carry the unique EsB (energy selective backscatter)

detector of the GEMINI systems, delivering high performance

even at extremely low landing energies. 

Low voltage operation is essential for gentle sample treatment  

and high resolution in x, y and z. The GEMINI column provides 

best low voltage performance without ever needing stage biasing 

– an ideal system setting as it does not damage biological samples 

and guarantees high resolution as a result of its surface sensitivity. 

How Do You Deal with Volume:  

3View® or FIB-SEM?

3View® is the fastest method for investigating large 3D volumes  

of up to several million cubic micrometers. It cuts slices down to  

a 15 nm thickness. Aligned image datastacks can be processed in 

the shortest time. Tailored for automated runs and very easy to 

use: just set it up and 3View® works on its own.

What’s more, when you take 3View® out, you have the SEM with 

its whole range of performance features ready to use.

Crossbeam is the best method for highest z-resolution. The FIB 

cuts down to 3 to 5 nm in z. The volume is some thousands of  

cubic micrometers so it’s significantly larger than in classic TEM  

tomography. 

Combine it with Atlas 3D and let the instrument work unattend-

edly along preset operating protocols. It covers large volumes  

even with a multi-resolution approach.
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Applications

Start imaging directly on your sample 

block: no prior sectioning needed. 

Block Face Imaging



Enter Nanotomography: Let the FIB Prepare Your Sample 

Whether you work with resin-embedded or vitrified cryo samples, 

nanotomography simplifies your life. Use the ion beam for milling 

and uncover information lying in the depth of your sample.  

Simply define a cutting region and let the ion beam do the rest.  

Take advantage of Crossbeam’s simultaneous milling and imaging 

capability. Subvolumes identified for further TEM or STEM investi-

gation are easy to access by preparing thin lamellas. Correlate  

results observed in your light microscope by relocating your region 

of interest and acquiring 3D Crossbeam data at the same location 

– no additional ultramicrotomy required.

Take Advantage of Brilliant and Fast Imaging

Reap the benefits of the full imaging performance of the GEMINI 

column combined with the superior ability of a next-generation 

FIB – your complete 3D nano-workstation. 

Gain more insights into your sample with multi-detector imaging – 

for example, see topography with the Inlens secondary detector 

and discover composition with the Inlens EsB (energy selective 

backscatter) detector.

Achieve unprecedented image quality even for non-conducting, 

beam-sensitive samples with the unique EsB detector.

Examine large fields of view without distortion in outer regions. 

Meanwhile, acquiring images with 50 k x 40 k pixels, there is  

no need for stitching.

Enjoy z-Resolution and Automation

Unlock the hidden spatial information in your sample via the  

highest available z-resolution. Remove slices as thin as 3 to 5 nm 

and acquire volumes at high and isotropic voxel resolution. 

Process and image demanding samples as retina-implants with  

interfaces between microchip and cells. ZEISS FIB-SEMs cut easily 

through materials with varying hardness. 

Simplify your application with intelligent site-specific cutting. 

Extend your Crossbeam system: Atlas 3D is a dedicated package 

for FIB nanotomography. 

Automatically create a 3D data stack with up to 50 k x 40 k  

pixels in x-y direction and you will gain the option of analyzing 

thousands to millions of cubic micrometers of volume with nano-

meter scale resolution in all three dimensions.
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Applications

Sample processing and imaging has

never been easier. Simultaneous slicing 

and imaging – with nanotomography. 

Focused Ion Beam Nanotomography



Investigate Near-to-Native Biological Samples

Native morphology can only be observed when you freeze your 

sample instead of using chemical fixatives. 

The main objective in cryo electron microscopy is to prepare a  

biological sample in its hydrated state. Vitrification under liquid  

nitrogen keeps the ultrastructure fully intact. Thus your sample  

remains completely hydrated and there is no need for fixatives or 

embedding. 

Plunge freezing and high pressure freezing are well-established 

methods to fix your biological sample for further investigations in 

the electron microscope.

ZEISS supports all necessary equipment for transferring the sample 

at cryo conditions into the electron microscope.

Use Cryo FE-SEM for Crisp Images

It’s never been simpler to peer into the inner workings of vitrified 

cells and tissue.

Freeze-fractured samples can be imaged easily with secondary 

electron detectors at low voltages, guaranteeing gentle sample 

treatment. The outstanding performance at low voltage of the 

GEMINI column keeps the damage to the sample extremely small 

while retaining excellent imaging capabilities.

Correlative microscopy approaches benefit from the stabilization of 

fluorophores under cryo conditions and there is no need to worry 

about loss of fluorescence caused by heavy metals normally used 

to stain samples for electron microscopy.

Get the Complete Picture in 3D

Gain 3D information of a volume beyond fracture with the  

Crossbeam series, optimized for cryo nanotomography.  

There is no need for a cryo-ultramicrotome anymore. 

With Crossbeam you can choose the area of interest deliberately, 

slice with the FIB and image simultaneously – all at the click of a 

button. Perform hundreds of cuts and subsequently image them 

with the highest isotropic resolution. 

With unparalleled performance at low electron beam energies and 

detectors optimized for that situation, cryo Crossbeam becomes 

very fast and easy.
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Applications

Use cryo FE-SEM to investigate  

biological samples in a near-to-native 

state with EM resolution.

Cryo Imaging



Correlate Functional and Ultrastructural Information

All you need is a sample: fluorescent labeled cells as well as ultra-

thin sections or whole blocks of tissue. Non-contrasted sections or  

vitrified samples are ideal to preserve fluorescence. 

Complement fluorescent labeled cellular components imaged in a 

light microscope with ultrastructural information obtained with an 

electron microscope. 

The correlative approach of ZEISS implemented in Shuttle & Find 

allows you to decide which imaging solutions are best suited for 

your needs. A specifically designed correlative holder and a dedi-

cated software allow an easy transfer of the sample as well as  

correlative data, making the relocation of selected regions of inter-

ests fast and easy.

Combine the Best of Light and Electron Microscopy

Get fantastic new insights by correlating data you acquired with 

ZEISS light microscopes and superresolution systems, with the  

resolving and analytical power of electron microscopes. 

Maintain the full flexibility of the microscopes with the modular  

approach of Shuttle & Find. Combine multiple imaging modalities 

and a choice of contrasts to reveal cellular processes. 

Superresolution methods such as PALM (photoactivated locali-

zation microscopy), dSTORM (direct stochastical reconstruction  

microscopy) or SIM (structured illumination microscopy) comple-

ment the nanometer precision of electron microcopy.

With electron microscopes you capture ultrastructural details,  

even on non-contrasted samples, using advanced energy  

selective backscatter (EsB) detectors or Inlens SE detectors.

Having one and the same interface on all systems enhances your 

productivity and saves time. It’s just a few clicks to relocate your 

region of interest and you will be using the microscope at its best.

Get the Complete Picture

Discover information about both the structure and function of 

your sample. Assign precise fluorescent signals to sub-cellular 

structure. 

Correlative microscopy enables precise localization of proteins in 

their cellular environment. Explore the possibility of relocalizing 

your structure of interest exactly within tissue or a cell and provid-

ing ultrastructural insights into the dynamics of living organisms. 

Take the opportunity to enter a correlative 3D world.

Combining 2-photon deep tissue imaging with focused ion beam 

methods allows you to analyze dynamical processes in large vol-

umes and correlate these datasets with ultrastructural information.
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Applications

Bridge the gap between light and  

electron microscopy to connect  

functional and structural information. 

Correlative Microscopy



Treat Your Biological Samples Gently

Get unsurpassed image quality on a wide range of samples with 

ZEISS SEMs and FE-SEMs – even without coating or sophisticated 

sample preparation: uncoated insects or bone material, wet  

specimens, grid sections, resin embedded block faces or vitrified 

samples, to name a few. 

 

Visualize morphology, texture, fine structures and dimensions 

without the constraints of coating or artifacts from sample pre-

paration. Investigate even wet samples using extended pressure. 

Opt for variable pressure to control environmental conditions in 

the SEM chamber and image samples under low vacuum condi-

tions. Neutralize charging on non-conductive, native samples with 

local charge compensation equipment, which also allows in situ 

cleaning of contaminated sample surfaces. Handling and processing 

large amounts of samples means true value for everyday experi-

ments.

Accept no Compromise when Contrast Matters

For decades SEM has been the technique of choice for reaching 

beyond light microscopy, combining depth of focus with surface 

sensitivity and high resolution. Consequently the variety of detec-

tors is wide: 

•	 For topography choose chamber SE detection. 

•	 Classic backscatter detectors (e.g. AsB, the angular selective 

backscatter detector) distinguish contrasts from different  

materials and the finest irregularities in material composition. 

•	 On-axis detection of secondary electrons with the Inlens SE  

detector enables extreme surface sensitive imaging and extracts 

information out of cavities where the chamber SE detector does 

not get a signal. 

•	 With the unique ZEISS Inlens EsB (energy selective backscatter) 

detector you achieve compo sitional contrast even at extreme 

low voltages. 

•	 The dedicated variable pressure secondary electron detector 

(VPSE) derives topographical information in low vacuum. Use the 

extended pressure SE detector (EPSE) in environmental mode.

Get More Details and Superior Image Quality

Image your specimen at high magnifications, with perfect  

reso lution and a depth of focus far beyond the capabilities of  

light microscopes. 

Analyze and measure surfaces and morphological details in  

three dimensions in the nanometer range. It’s easy to get brilliant 

images of whole animals or other large specimens with a 3D  

impression of your sample. 

Apply the real time 3DSM imaging module to understand sample 

surfaces. Use the AsB4 detector to acquire four images simultane-

ously and get a 3D surface model of your sample instantly.

Investigate wet dynamic processes on hydrated specimens with  

the unique extended pressure mode in the environmental SEM.  

Operate under water vapor atmosphere where humidity preserves 

fine structures without dehydration artifacts. Answer essential 

questions that define your research in just a few images. 
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Applications

Use your SEM to see surface structures  

in 3D. Expect brilliant images on a nano-

meter scale to answer your questions. 

Topography Imaging



Your Insight Into the Technology  
Behind the Systems

Technology
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SEM

 

•	 Image with high resolution while treating your sample gently 

with FE-SEMs and GEMINI I column.

•	 Get brilliant results fast, thanks to the easy-to-use column –  

a real bonus for novel users.

•	 Expect superb performance especially at low landing energies.

•	 With the electron optics design of GEMINI I you acquire large 

fields of view in one shot without edge distortion. Use the full 

portfolio of detection systems for ZEISS GEMINI columns.

 

SIGMA VP and SIGMA HD,

MERLIN Compact, MERLIN VP Compact, Crossbeam 340

 

•	 Keep the well-known benefits of GEMINI I and profit from  

additional advantages:

•	 Image at highest speed, highest resolution and highest  

probe currents.

•	 Adjust the probe currents seamlessly over five orders  

of magnitude. Get a high signal-to-noise ratio and optimal  

resolution for all probe currents. 

 

MERLIN,

Crossbeam 540

 

•	 Process your material and prepare your samples with  

a FIB-SEM for highest throughput in nanotomography. 

•	 Resolve your sample in 3D with the highest available  

z-resolution. 

•	 Mill and image simultaneously through material of  

differing hardness without stage motion. 

•	 Take advantage of fully automated workflows.

 

Crossbeam 340, Crossbeam 540,

AURIGA Compact

Let Your Applications Benefit from a ZEISS SEM 

•	 Get to know your classic SEM from ZEISS. 

•	 Enjoy instruments suited for multipurpose. 

applications at the highest level of reliability and flexibility. 

•	 Image under environmental conditions,  

in extended pressure, under water vapour, or cooled.

•	 Obtain superb low voltage images with  

beam deceleration technology.

Solutions 

EVO LS and EVO HD
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Technology

Your Insight Into the Technology Behind It

FE-SEM with Schottky emitter: the electron beam is produced by thermal field  

emission, delivering a finer, brighter, more stable beam, resulting in higher  

resolution than in conventional SEMs.

GEMINI I features an objective lens with an electrostatic and a magnetic part, 

allowing almost magnetic field free imaging. The beam booster provides high  

resolution images, especially at low landing energies.

Conventional SEM with thermionic electron source: the electron beam is produced 

via thermic emission allowing a final resolution of a few nanometers.

Electron SourceElectron Source Field Emission
Source

GEMINI I
Beam BoosterCondenserCondenser

GEMINI
Objective

Objective

Sample on StageSample on Stage

The GEMINI II column has a double-condenser. The first condenser adjusts the 

probe current continuously, the second condenser matches the beam aperture for 

optimized resolution.

The overall result is excellent current density in the beam spot and thus highest  

resolution over the whole range of probe currents, making the GEMINI II column 

ideally suited for highest demands in imaging and analytics.

Crossbeam combines two columns: the proven FE-SEM column for imaging  

plus a focused ion beam column for milling and processing.

FE-SEM with GEMINI II FIB-SEMFE-SEM with GEMINI I

Electron Source Electron SourceField Emission
Source

GEMINI II
Double CondenserCondenser Condenser

GEMINI
Objective

Focused Ion
Beam Column

Sample on Stage Sample on Stage



GEMINI Design
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Technology

Detection

Chamber SE detector (Everhardt-Thornley): Your classic detector for topography.

Mouse, fixed, critical point dried, uncoated lung alveola, cilia lining the inner  

epithelium.

Inlens SE detector for high resolution surface imaging, unique to GEMINI columns. 

Additionally the Inlens detector visualizes the interior of cavities, thanks to the 

beam booster technology, like the interior of the alveola in this examle.  

Mouse, fixed, critical point dried, uncoated lung alveola, cilia lining the inner  

epithelium. 

Extended pressure secondary electron (EPSE) detector for topography imaging in 

environmental conditions with water vapor atmosphere in the SEM chamber.

Phytopathological investigations: chains of mildew on a leaf, captured at 568 Pa  

of water vapor using Coolstage.

Inlens EsB detector for compositional contrast. Detection of Inlens  

backscatter electrons (BSE); InlensDuo for sequential imaging of Inlens  

secondary electrons (SE) and Inlens BSE.

E. coli, bacteria, cryo FIB-SEM, doted with silver nanoparticles.  

Left: Inlens, Right: EsB image.

Choose from a range of backscatter detectors: chamber backscatter detectors  

with 4 or 5 segments for material contrast. Angular selective backscatter (AsB)  

detector for material and crystallographic contrast.

Apex of rat kidney epithelium cells showing microvilli and numerous mitochondria, 

resin embedded tissue in a block, block face imaged with AsB detector. 

Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) detector for high resolution 

transmission imaging in brightfield, darkfield, high angular annular darkfield or 

combinations. STEM images achieve the highest resolution possible in a SEM –  

even lipid bilayers can be resolved.

Mouse brain, ultrathin section on a grid, double membrane of mitochondria  

resolved down to lipid bilayer structure. Left: annular STEM (aSTEM) brightfield, 

Right: aSTEM darkfield. 

Variable pressure secondary electron (VPSE) detector for topography imaging in low 

vacuum (variable pressure). Scales on an uncoated butterfly wing (Cethosia biblis).

BSD STEM

VPSEInlens SEInlens EsB / InlensDuo EPSE

Chamber SE

Electron Source Field Emission
Source

Inlens EsB

Inlens SE

Chamber SE

BSD

STEM

VPSE

GEMINI II
Beam BoosterCondenser



Select the Ideal System
for Your Applications

Solutions
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Solutions

ZEISS EVO Series 

Your SEM for Increased Resolution and Surface Detail  

even for Your Most Challenging Samples

EVO is your intelligent environmental scanning electron

microscope that takes you into a nano world beyond the  

resolution of light microscopy. Experience outstanding

topographical details at low landing energies with beam

deceleration. Maintain environmental conditions and

analyze details of your biological samples in their natural

state. The EVO series offers a choice of source technologies.

With the sophisticated design of its electron source,  

EVO HD excels at low landing energies.

Configured to Your Requirements

Electron Microscopes

EVO LS (Life Science)

EVO HD LS (high definition, Life Science)

Technology

Scanning Electron Microscope

Detection Possibilities

Classic chamber SE detector for topography and surface  

in high vacuum, VPSE for variable pressure mode,  

EPSE for environmental conditions, a choice of different  

BSD detectors for material contrast

Options

Three different electron sources (W, LaB6, HD),  

various chamber sizes, Coolstage, beam deceleration,  

Intellgent Imaging

Software

SmartSEM, Atlas, Shuttle & Find

Simpler. More Intelligent. More Integrated.

•	 Take advantage of the powerful EVO HD electron source design.  

Combine it with beam deceleration technology and get superb 

low voltage imaging. 

•	 Image wet samples with ease. Capture high quality images at 

extended pressures of up to 3000 Pa. 

•	 EasyVP enhances both ease of use and imaging capabilities.  

It lets you switch seamlessly between high vacuum and variable 

pressure modes without ever needing to change apertures. 

•	 Use beam deceleration technology for topographical images of 

beam-sensitive samples.

Created for Your Applications

•	 Visualize exceptionally fine surface details of your sample,  

fast and flexible. 

•	 Observe the structure of fauna and flora as you study the  

interaction of water with your sample. Analyze your biological 

specimens in their natural hydrated state. Maintain computer-

controlled environmental conditions to avoid dehydration  

artifacts. 

•	 Perform both freezing and heating processes in the SEM  

vacuum with the cooling/heating stage.

This section through the anther of Gagea soleirolii F.W. Schultz ex Mutel shows  

pollen in the stamen, the reproductive organ of a flower where pollen is produced 

Morphology of the prosoma of the spider Stephanois hirsuta 
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Solutions

ZEISS SIGMA Series 

Enter the Nano-scaled World of FE-SEMs

The SIGMA series is your introduction to field emission scanning

electron microscopy (FE-SEM), delivering the high performance you 

expect from ZEISS. Equipped with the GEMINI column and featur-

ing Inlens SE detection, you image sample topography with high 

resolution and brilliant contrast. Conveniently analyze biological 

samples – just choose between high vacuum and variable pressure 

mode. Perform rapid sample investigation with SIGMA HD.

Configured to Your Requirements

Electron Microscopes

SIGMA

SIGMA HD (high definition)

SIGMA VP (variable pressure)

SIGMA VP HD (variable pressure, high definition)

Technology

GEMINI based Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscope

Detection Possibilities

Classic chamber SE detector and Inlens SE detector for  

topography and surface in high vacuum, VPSE for variable  

pressure mode, a choice of different BSD detectors  

for material contrast, STEM for transmission imaging

Options

Variable pressure mode, airlock, 3View®, dual EDS detectors

Software

SmartSEM, Atlas, Shuttle & Find

Simpler. More Intelligent. More Integrated.

•	 Profit from the GEMINI column design providing superb low 

voltage imaging and stability. 

•	 Resolve structures as small as 1.5 nm with SIGMA and as small 

as 1.0 nm with SIGMA HD.

•	 Increase your productivity with SIGMA HD using the fast  

scanning speed of the SIMGA HD electron beam.

•	 Get brilliant images of your uncoated specimen in low vacuum 

with the VPSE detector.

Created for Your Applications

•	 Combine your SIGMA VP with 3View® technology from Gatan, 

Inc. to acquire high resolution 3D data from resin embedded. 

•	 Get the big picture of your biological sample by imaging  

extreme fields of view in high resolution with Atlas.  

Then stitch together a mosaic out of single 32 k x 24 k images.

•	 Discover information about the ultrastructure and function of 

your sample. Combine the optical contrasting techniques of your 

light microscope with the power of your electron microscope. 

Correlative microscopy with the Shuttle & Find software module 

facilitates a smooth workflow between your light and electron 

microscopes.

VPSE detector image shows morphological details without  

charging on an uncoated butterfly wing (Cethosia biblis)

Mouse, fixed, critical point dried, uncoated lung alveola

Left:: chamber SE detetector image showing topography  

Right: Inlens SE detector image showing details from the inner epithelium
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Solutions

ZEISS MERLIN Series 

Your Workstation for Low kV Performance and High Throughput

ZEISS MERLIN systems are high end field emission SEMs (FE-SEM).  

Expect outstanding perfomance in resolution, ultra-fast speed,  

and intuitive operation. Your MERLIN is optimized for high 

throughput and ease of use. With its modular design MERLIN 

serves as a host for application specific modules and a compre-

hensive nano characterization laboratory.

Configured to Your Requirements

Electron Microscopes

MERLIN Compact (GEMINI I)

MERLIN VP Compact (GEMINI I, variable pressure)

MERLIN (GEMINI II)

Technology

GEMINI based Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy

Detection Possibilities

Various detection modes for SE/SE2 imaging, energy selective 

backscatter imaging, VPSE for variable pressure mode, AsB  

detector for material contrast, STEM for transmission imaging

Options

•	 MERLIN Compact and MERLIN: 

aSTEM, AsB4, retractable BSE, 3DSM, 3View®

•	 MERLIN Compact:  

InlensDuo, VP mode and charge compensation (CC)

•	 MERLIN:  

EsB detector, high current option (up to 300 nA), local CC

Software

SmartSEM, Atlas, Shuttle & Find

Simpler. More Intelligent. More Integrated.

•	 Resolve structures as small as 0.8 nm with MERLIN Compact  

and as small as 0.6 nm with MERLIN. 

•	 Need results as fast as possible without sacrificing image quality 

to speed? Both MERLIN Compact and MERLIN speed up image 

acquisition by reaching uniquely high resolution at the highest 

probe currents.

•	 Increase your productivity due to pre-aligned GEMINI optics. 

Your feature of interest stays in frame even if you change imag-

ing parameters. There is next to no need for realignment over 

orders of magnitudes in both MERLIN Compact and MERLIN. 

•	 Gain speed with the fastest dwell time of 25 ns per pixel and  

acquire large fields of view distortion-free with 32 k x 24 k pixel 

resolution. A handy wizard supports you during image acquisition.

•	 Discover the annular STEM (aSTEM) detector. Get high resolution 

at fast scan speeds and low voltages to produce images of  

brilliant contrast and brightness. Cover all necessary angles for 

STEM imaging, from brightfield to high angular annular darkfield 

(HAADF). Simultaneously acquire four different virtual STEM  

detector images live.

Created for Your Applications

•	 Investigate your samples comprehensively. The unique Inlens  

EsB (energy selective backscatter) detector of MERLIN delivers 

impressive material contrast. MERLIN Compact features the  

InlensDuo detector for combined SE and BSE imaging. 

•	 Visualize smallest details in the specimens’ texture in a 3D model 

enabled by the AsB4 detector and the real time 3D surface  

modeling module. 

•	 Find plasticity in the brain. Map large sample areas with the  

Atlas (Automated Large Area Scanning) module or Atlas Array 

Tomography, tailored to Image serial sections and get 3D  

datasets in the shortest possible time. 

•	 Explore uncoated samples with charge compensation or  

in variable pressure mode.

E. coli, bacteria, cryo FIB-SEM, doted with silver nanoparticles 

Left: Inlens, Right: EsB image

Bovine scleral collagen fibrils with D-periodicity and matrix with nanostructure  

of ~5 nm in diameter (bright color), 500 V, 30 pA, Inlens, MERLIN
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Solutions

ZEISS Crossbeam Series and ZEISS AURIGA Series 

Look Deep Into the Secrets of Life

ZEISS Crossbeam technology provides you a complete 3D imaging

system for your biological samples. It combines the GEMINI  

column’s well-established excellence in imaging with the milling of  

a superior FIB. Designed for high throughput and resolution, 

Crossbeam makes it quick and simple to bridge the gap between 

the micro and nano worlds. Each Crossbeam has a modular plat-

form concept, an open and easily-extendable software architecture 

and unique solutions for challenging samples.

Configured to Your Requirements

Electron Microscopes

Crossbeam 340, Crossbeam 540, AURIGA Compact 

Technology

GEMINI based Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy

Detection Possibilities

Various detection modes for secondary electron imaging,

secondary ion imaging, analytical imaging, energy selective

backscatter imaging

Milling Technology

Canion column for multi-purpose applications,  

Cobra column with best FIB resolution

Options

Local charge compensation, flood gun,  

variable pressure mode, airlock

Software 

SmartSEM, Atlas 3D, Shuttle & Find

Simpler. More Intelligent. More Integrated.

•	 Configure your Crossbeam individually to your applications  

with its modular platform concept.

•	 Image your samples with high resolution and magnetic-field  

free with the unique GEMINI technology.

•	 Innovative FIB technology gives you access to up to five orders  

of magnitude of beam current, enabeling fast and precise  

material removal and milling processes with best z-resolution.

•	 Profit from live FE-SEM monitoring and thus perfect control  

of your entire FIB-processing.

•	 Use local charge compensation for imaging of your  

non-conductive biological samples.

•	 Speed up your 3D data acquisition with Atlas 3D:  

profit from flexible definition of regions of interest within  

a frame of 50 k x 40 k pixel per slice at variable resolutions  

including 3D drift tracking.

Created for Your Applications

•	 Get isotropic structural information of your biological sample  

in 3D with voxel sizes smaller than 5 nm in each direction.

•	 Speed up your 3D data acquisition by selectively imaging  

regions.

•	 Identify the native structure of your biological sample by  

imaging your specimen in a frozen state under cryo conditions.

•	 Investigate interfaces in samples with different material  

hardness for biomedical engineering.

Segmentation of a 3D dataset of cellular compartments of algae.  

Structure features of Golgi stack (yellow), connections to nuclear membranes  

and pores (blue) and ER (green) are clearly visible

Virtual x/z section through resin embedded sample of the retina
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Solutions

ZEISS SIGMA 3View and ZEISS MERLIN 3View 
 

Perform Block-Face Imaging for Tissue Samples Using an Ultramicrotome

Combine your MERLIN or SIGMA VP with 3View® technology  

from Gatan Inc. to acquire high resolution 3D data from resin  

embedded cell and tissue samples. Get results in the shortest  

possible time and the most convenient way. 3View® is an ultra-

microtome inside the SEM chamber.

The block sample is positioned under the SEM column. After

imaging the block face, the sample is moved up a small step,

down to 15 nm. The ultramicrotome knife cuts the top of the

sample and retracts, exposing a new block face. You produce

thousands of serial images in a single day – each perfectly

aligned because they are all generated from one fixed block.

Configured to Your Requirements

Electron Microscopes

SIGMA VP, MERLIN Compact, MERLIN VP Compact, MERLIN

Sectioning Technique Hardware

Ultramicrotome 3View® XP:  

cut thickness down to 15 nm, automated image acquisition of the 

whole 3D data stack, up to 32 k x 24 k image size, Gatan detector 

for high BSE signal, high vacuum compatible, motorized xy-move-

ment of the 3View® stage, allows two additional imaging modes: 

Montage: automated volume acquisition of adjacent areas, multi 

ROI: imaging of several user defined regions of interest.

Ultramicrotome 3View® (only SIGMA VP):  

cut thickness down to 30 nm, automated image acquisition of the 

whole 3D data stack, up to 32 k x 24 k image size, Gatan detector 

for high BSE signal.

Software

SmartSEM, Gatan Microscopy Suite®

Simpler. More Intelligent. More Integrated.

•	 Profit from unmatched low voltage performance.

•	 Operate in high vacuum mode without charging or use  

the variable pressure (VP) mode for charge neutralization.

•	 Eliminate unwanted signal from the depth of the sample.

•	 Avoid stage biasing.

•	 Large fields of view without distortions (32 k x 24 k)  

reduce time consuming stitching of many small images.

•	 Accept no compromises in resolution using high current modes.

•	 Get your 3D data up to 10 times faster, overnight instead  

of over the week.

Created for Your Applications

•	 Get high resolution 3D data of whole cells just over night.

•	 Investigate the neuronal network and synapses of  

neurobiological samples.

•	 Enter the field of brain mapping by imaging huge sample 

volumes in the shortest possible time. 

•	 Acquire 3D images of your model organisms in different 

development stages.

Mouse brain imaged with SIGMA 3View, stack of 75 images with 7 nm pixels,

Microtome set to remove 15 nm/slice

Mouse extraocular muscle with reconstructed peripheral nerves,  

100 x 100 x 100 micrometer 3D dataset with 1,000 slices
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Solutions

Image large areas and large amounts of serial sections in  

the shortest possible time – it’s fully automated with 

Atlas Array Tomography.

Use Atlas Array Tomography’s workflow-oriented graphical user  

interface to determine which areas of the sample you want to  

image automatically. Define unlimited regions of interest with an 

arbitrary shape and assign different acquisition protocols.  

Pre-defined protocols help you acquire images easily at optimum 

conditions – even for different resolutions and sample types.  

Use the Atlas Array Tomography Viewer to zoom seamlessly 

through your image data – from nanometers to centimeters –  

always at the most appropriate resolution. And it’s just as easy to 

import and align images from other sources, such as light optical 

images.

Configured to Your Requirements

Electron Microscopes

Atlas Array Tomography is available for all ZEISS SEMs.  

Recommended systems:

SIGMA VP, SIGMA HD VP, MERLIN VP Compact, MERLIN

Hardware

Stand alone scan generator and image acquisiton module,  

PC, Monitor

Software

Atlas Array Tomography,

SmartSEM

Simpler. More Intelligent. More Integrated.

•	 Define regions of interest over hundreds of serial sections  

with different protocols computer-assisted.

•	 Choose between the whole range of detectors for TEM-like  

images, including STEM and BSE detectors.

•	 Acquire highly automated serial section images with automated 

stage motion, focus, stigmation, brightness and contrast  

adjustment.

•	 Image resolutions up to 32 k x 32 k pixels for the largest fields  

of view with high resolution even at the edges.

•	 Use high imaging speed down to 25 ns dwell time per pixel.

•	 Efficiently handle gigapixel images and terapixel datasets with 

seamless navigation and tools to align mosaics and correct  

image aberrations with the Atlas Array Tomography integrated 

viewer. 

Created for Your Applications

•	 Use standard sample preparation techniques to section your 

sample onto grids, ITO-coated cover glasses or wafers.

•	 Histology: Investigate the 3D ultrastructure of your tissue sample 

in different imaging modalities. You can preserve your sample 

and re-image selected regions again at any time.

•	 Develop protocols to manage ideal imaging conditions efficiently 

across resolutions and sample types. Ensure reproducibility and 

the best possible images from your sample.

•	 Use light microscope images to guide navigation on your sample, 

then choose the most interesting regions for electron micro -

scopy imaging. Overlay LM and EM data by using the overlay 

function of Atlas Array Tomography.

Detail of large area image of a mosaic of ultrathin sectioned mouse brain on wafer,  

acquired with Atlas Array Tomography

Large scale mosaic of a thick section of a rat brain, prepared with corrosion cast

technique to reveal the blood vessels and their enveloping endothelium

ZEISS Atlas Array Tomography 

Arrange Your Serial Sections Conveniently and Fast
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Solutions

Extend your Crossbeam system with the Atlas 3D package of  

hard- and software specifically designed for FIB nanotomography.

Automatically create a 3D datastack at a resolution of up to

50 k x 40 k pixels. With Atlas 3D, you can analyze anything from 

thousands to millions of cubic micrometers of volume with nano-

meter scale resolution in all three dimensions. Intelligent software  

algorithms reduce the amount of data and the time needed for  

acquisition. Get fast, reliable results thanks to features such as drift 

correction, autostigmation, autofocus, and adaptive and dynamic 

3D tracking.

Configured to Your Requirements

Electron Microscopes

Atlas 3D is available for all ZEISS Crossbeam systems.

Recommended systems:

Crossbeam 340, Crossbeam 540, AURIGA Compact

Hardware

Stand alone scan generator, PC, Monitor

Software

Atlas 3D, SmartSEM

Simpler. More Intelligent. More Integrated.

•	 Speed up image acquisition. Get cross sections of your sample 

with a maximum resolution of up to 50 k x 40 k pixels in a single 

image. 

•	 Use XFOV (eXtreme Field Of View) technology to capture your  

region of interest in a single tile, eliminating stage motion delay 

and overlap areas caused by stitching. 

•	 XROI (eXact Region of Interest) lets you image arbitrary shapes 

within your field of view. It’s up to you to decide which regions 

of interest you acquire in highest resolution. 

•	 Dynamic auto-alignment of your sample, autostigmation, 

auto focus and drift tracking guarantee perfect reconstructions. 

•	 Adaptive 3D tracking of both the FIB and the SEM beam produce 

an accurate, constant slice thickness throughout the entire  

acquisition process.

Created for Your Applications

•	 Large Volumes: Get 3D images from large volumes of your  

resin embedded or cryo sample with an isotropic resolution of  

a few nanometers. 

•	 Time saving: Choose structures of interest inside your sample 

and only image what you really want to see. In case new  

interesting structures show up during the process just add  

further XROIs. 

•	 Fully automated 3D acquisition: Simply set up the necessary  

software parameters and image acquisition will run indepen-

dently for hours and days.

Bacterial Infection of Mammalian Cells: 20,000 μm3 automated runAtlas 3D Key Frame Concept

ZEISS Atlas 3D 

Profit from Maximum Throughput for Your Nanotomography Applications
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Solutions

Discover information about both the structure and function of

your sample. Combine the specificity of fluorescence labeling

techniques and different contrast methods with the ultrastructural

information your electron microscope delivers. Combining light 

and electron microscopes lets you characterize identical regions of 

interest (ROIs) in the sample from top to bottom. With Shuttle & 

Find you will quickly correlate images from light microscopes and 

SEMs. Shuttle & Find is the bridge between stereo, zoom and 

widefield microscopes, the LSM 7 family, ELYRA superresolution 

systems and your scanning electron microscopes.

Configured to Your Requirements

Light Microscopes

All stereo, zoom and light microscopes with motorized stage,  

LSM 7 family, ELYRA superresolution systems

Electron Microscopes

All SEM, FE-SEM, FIB-SEM systems

Hardware

Correlative life science specimen holder for cover glasses or

TEM grids, adaptor for mounting the correlative specimen

holder inside the SEM

Software

Light Microscopes:

Module Shuttle & Find for ZEN 2012

Electron Microscopes:

ZEN SEM 2012 for SmartSEM

Modular. Flexible. Overarching.

•	 Boost productivity. Use one microscope to capture and mark 

ROIs in your sample. Then, with just a few clicks, relocalize ROIs 

within the two microscope systems. The software module stores 

identified ROIs together with their coordinates so you can find 

them in seconds in the second microscope. The electron micro-

scope will enhance the resolution of the image of your sample.

•	 Keep the full flexibility of both your light microscope and SEM 

with the modular approach of Shuttle & Find.

•	 Save time by using the same interface on all systems.

•	 Achieve reproducible results.

Created for Your Applications

•	 The Shuttle & Find software module allows an easy to use,  

productive workflow to emerge between your light microscope 

and electron microscope. 

•	 Boost the productivity of your research projects with this fast, 

precise and reliable workflow. 

•	 With the up to 100x higher resolving power provided by the 

SEM, sub-cellular structures can be observed, identified and  

correlated with the functional information of the fluorescence 

signals with resolution down to a few nanometers.

Overlay of a widefield and SIM image  

(red: actin, green: endosomes, blue: nucleus)

Correlative image of a multi color SR-SIM and SEM image of human platelets  

(red: actin filaments, green: cellular platelet protein)

ZEISS Shuttle & Find 

Bridge the Micro and Nano Worlds for Unique Insights
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experiments compared

ZEISS System sigma sigma Hd

Performance  

for

recommended  

hard- or software solution

recommended  

signal information

Topography imaging  

of standard samples

Basic instrument  

configuration

SE1, SE2      

Imaging of beam sensitive  

samples

Basic instrument  

configuration

SE, BSE      

High resolution imaging  

of plastic embedded ultrathin 

sections on solid substrates

Basic instrument  

configuration

BSE 

BSD Detector 
 

BSD Detector 

High resolution imaging  

of plastic embedded ultrathin 

sections on TEM grids

STEM detector Transmitted electrons    

Imaging of non conductive  

samples

VP Option BSE, Photons  

VPSE Detector

Chamber VP

 

VPSE Detector

Chamber VP 

 

Surface imaging of  

cryogenic samples  

(incl. freeze fracture)

Cryo Stage SE1, SE2, BSE      

3D Imaging of  

cryogenic samples

Cryo Stage SE1, SE2, BSE

3D Imaging of  

large volumes (serial sections)

Atlas SE1, BSE   

BSD Detector

  

BSD Detector

Block face imaging of 

large volumes

3View® BSE  

Block face imaging 

with high z-resolution

Basic FIB SEM  

configuration

SE1, SE2, BSE 

Site specific 3D Imaging  

with highest z-resolution

Basic FIB SEM  

configuration with Atlas 3D

SE1, SE2, BSE

Correlative Microscopy Shuttle & Find      

  Suitable 

    Particularly suitable

 

 merLin compact merLin aUriga compact crossbeam 340 crossbeam 540

 

 

  

 

           

  

 

           

  

BSD Detector 

 

  

EsB Detector
 

BSD Detector 

  

BSD Detector 
   

EsB Detector

  

  
 

          

  

VPSE Detector

Chamber VP

Local VP

Pole piece VP

  

Local VP

Pole piece VP

 

Local VP

  

VPSE Detector

Chamber VP

Local VP

 

Local VP

  

  

 

           

EsB Detector

 

 

        

  

InlensDuo

  

EsB Detector

 

BSD Detector

 

InlensDuo

 

EsB Detector

  

 

 

    

BSD Detector

  

InlensDuo

 

EsB Detector

 

BSD Detector

  

InlensDuo

 

EsB Detector

           

Compare Electron Microscopy Techniques to Advance Your Research.

Expect This Level of Performance for Typical Applications

FE-SEMs and FIB-SEMs are high-end performing as well as flexible tools by definition. They are designed to handle a wide range of  

sample types and leading edge applications. This table summarizes the ability of different FE-SEMs or FIB-SEMs for selected applications. 

Scores have been assigned for the best match of an instrument to a specific application, at the same time accounting for the best  

customer value. Required accessory or software solutions are listed. Ability and performance of the different SEM platforms may vary  

depending on the configuration and the attached accessories. Thus consider the relative scores as a guideline. Your regional ZEISS sales  

representative will assist you to choose the right combination of application specific solutions for your ZEISS SEM or FIB-SEM. This will  

ensure optimum performance for your specific field of research and best possible performance in a multi-user environment. 
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technical specifications

ZEISS System sigma sigma Hd merLin compact

resolution (optimal Wd) 

All resolution specifications 

are dependent on the 

system configuration.

1.5 nm @ 15 kV 

2.8 nm @ 1 kV 

 

1.0 nm @ 15 kV 

1.9 nm @ 1 kV 

 

1.6 nm @ 1 kV 

0.8 nm @ 15 kV 

0.8 nm @ 30 kV (STEM mode) 

acceleration Voltage up to 30 kV up to 30 kV up to 30 kV

Probe current 4 pA up to 20 nA (100 nA with  

optional high current column upgrade)

4 pA up to 100 nA  

(depending on system configuration)

5 pA up to 100 nA  

(depending on system configuration)

ga Fib

magnification 12 – 1,000,000 x 10 – 1,000,000 x 12 – 2,000,000 x

electron emitter Thermal field emission type,  

stability better than 0,2%/h

Thermal field emission type,  

stability better than 0,2%/h

Thermal field emission type,  

stability better than 0,2%/h

detectors in base tool configuration High efficiency Inlens SE Detector 

Everhart Thornley SE Detector 

VPSE G3 detector (VP) 

Specimen current monitor 

Chamber IR CCD camera 

Further detector options available

High efficiency Inlens SE Detector 

Everhart Thornley SE Detector 

VPSE G3 detector (VP) 

Specimen current monitor 

Chamber IR CCD camera 

Further detector options available

High efficiency Inlens SE Detector 

Everhart Thornley SE Detector 

Specimen current monitor 

Chamber IR CCD camera 

High efficiency VPSE Detector (VP) 

Further detector options available

specimen stage 5-Axes Motorized  

Compucentric Specimen Stage 

X = 125 mm 

Y = 125 mm 

Z = 50 mm 

T = -10º to 90º 

R = 360º (continous) 

Special stages on request

5-Axes Motorized  

Eucentric Specimen Stage 

X = 130 mm 

Y = 130 mm 

Z = 50 mm 

T = -3º to 70º 

R = 360º (continous) 

Special stages on request

5-Axes Motorized  

Eucentric Specimen Stage 

X = 130 mm 

Y = 130 mm 

Z = 50 mm 

T = -3º to 70º 

R = 360º (continous) 

Special stages on request

chamber 365 mm (Ø) x 275 mm (h) 

10 accessory ports for various options 

358 mm (Ø) x 270 mm (h) 

13 accessory ports for various options 

330 mm (Ø) x 270 mm (h) 

15 accessory ports for various options 

Vacuum system High vacuum mode and variable pressure 

mode from 2 to 133 Pa, adjustable in 

steps of 1 Pa (SIGMA VP)

High vacuum mode and variable pressure 

mode from 2 to 133 Pa, adjustable in 

steps of 1 Pa (SIGMA HD VP)

High vacuum mode and variable pressure 

mode from 10 to 133 Pa  

(10 to 60 Pa with optional InlensDuo  

detector) adjustable in steps of 1 Pa  

(MERLIN VP Compact)  

Optional: local charge compensation  

with in situ cleaning

image Processing Resolution: Up to 3,024 x 2,304 pixel  

A large number of integration  

and averaging modes available

Resolution: Up to 12,288 x 9,216 pixel  

A large number of integration  

and averaging modes available

Resolution: Up to 32,768 x 24,576 pixel  

A large number of integration  

and averaging modes available

scan speed 15 non-interlaced electron beam scan 

speeds, minimum dwell time 100 ns

16 non-interlaced electron beam scan 

speeds, minimum dwell time 50 ns

17 non-interlaced electron beam scan 

speeds, minimum dwell time 25 ns

image display Single 24‘‘ TFT monitor with SEM image 

displayed at 1024 x 768 pixel

Single 24‘‘ TFT monitor with SEM image 

displayed at 1024 x 768 pixel

Single 24‘‘ TFT monitor with SEM image 

displayed at 1024 x 768 pixel

system control SmartSEM with Windows® operating  

system, operated by mouse, keyboard, 

joystick, control panel

SmartSEM with Windows® operating  

system, operated by mouse, keyboard, 

joystick, control panel

SmartSEM with Windows® operating  

system, operated by mouse, keyboard, 

joystick, control panel

accessories & 

special application solutions

Shuttle & Find 

3View® (SIGMA VP) 

Atlas, Atlas Array Tomography

Shuttle & Find 

Atlas, Atlas Array Tomography

Airlock, Plasma cleaner, Shuttle & Find 

3View® 

Atlas, Atlas Array Tomography

analytic options EDS, EBSD, WDS EDS, EBSD, WDS EDS, EBSD, WDS

merLin aUriga compact crossbeam 340 crossbeam 540

1.4 nm @ 1 kV 

0.8 nm @ 15 kV 

0.6 nm @ 30 kV (STEM mode) 

3.0 nm @ 20 kV at 10 nA, 

at analytical WD = 8,5 mm

2.5 nm @ 1 kV 

1.2 nm @ 15 kV 

0.9 nm @ 30 kV (STEM mode) 

1.9 nm @ 1 kV 

1.0 nm @ 15 kV 

0.9 nm @ 30 kV (STEM mode) 

1.8 nm @ 1 kV 

0.9 nm @ 15 kV 

0.7 nm @ 30 kV (STEM mode) 

up to 30 kV up to 30 kV (SEM) 

1 – 30 kV (FIB)

up to 30 kV (SEM) 

0.5 – 30 kV (FIB)

up to 30 kV (SEM) 

0.5 – 30 kV (FIB)

10 pA up to 300 nA  

(depending on system configuration)

4 pA up to 100 nA (SEM) 

1 pA to 50 nA (FIB)

4 pA up to 100 nA (SEM) 

1 pA to 100 nA (FIB)

10 pA up to 300 nA (SEM) 

1 pA to 100 nA (FIB)

UHV Gallium liqid metal ion source  

Lifetime: 1500 µAh @ 24h heating cycle 

Resolution: 5 nm (30 kV @ 1 pA)

UHV Gallium liqid metal ion source  

Lifetime: 3000 µAh @ 24h heating cycle 

Resolution: < 2.5 nm (30 kV @ 1 pA)

UHV Gallium liqid metal ion source  

Lifetime: 3000 µAh @ 24h heating cycle 

Resolution: < 2.5 nm (30 kV @ 1 pA)

12 – 2,000,000 x 12 – 1,000,000 x (SEM) 

600 – 500,000 x (FIB)

12 – 1,000,000 x (SEM) 

300 – 500,000 x (FIB)

12 – 1,000,000 x (SEM) 

300 – 500,000 x (FIB)

Thermal field emission type,  

stability better than 0,2%/h

Thermal field emission type,  

stability better than 0,2%/h

Thermal field emission type,  

stability better than 0,2%/h

Thermal field emission type,  

stability better than 0,2%/h

High efficiency Inlens SE Detector 

Everhart Thornley SE Detector 

Specimen current monitor 

Chamber IR CCD camera 

Further detector options available

High efficiency Inlens SE Detector 

Everhart Thornley SE Detector 

Specimen current monitor 

Two chamber IR-CCD cameras 

Further detector options available

High efficiency Inlens SE Detector 

Everhart Thornley SE Detector 

Specimen current monitor 

Two chamber IR-CCD cameras 

Further detector options available

High efficiency Inlens SE Detector 

Everhart Thornley SE Detector 

Specimen current monitor 

Two chamber IR-CCD cameras 

Further detector options available

5-Axes Motorized  

Eucentric Specimen Stage 

X = 130 mm 

Y = 130 mm 

Z = 50 mm 

T = -3º to 70º 

R = 360º (continous) 

Special stages on request

6-Axes Motorized  

Super Eucentric Stage 

X = 100 mm 

Y = 100 mm 

Z = 43 mm 

Z‘ = 10 mm 

T = -4º to 70º 

R = 360º (continous) 

Special stages on request

6-Axes Motorized  

Super Eucentric Stage 

X = 100 mm 

Y = 100 mm 

Z = 43 mm 

Z‘ = 10 mm 

T = -4º to 70º 

R = 360º (continous) 

Special stages on request

6-Axes Motorized  

Super Eucentric Stage 

X = 100 mm 

Y = 100 mm 

Z = 43 mm 

Z‘ = 10 mm 

T = -4º to 70º 

R = 360º (continous) 

Special stages on request

330 mm (Ø) x 270 mm (h) 

15 accessory ports for various options 

330 mm (Ø) x 270 mm (h) 

9 free accessory ports for various options 

330 mm (Ø) x 270 mm (h) 

15 free accessory ports for various options 

330 mm (Ø) x 270 mm (h) 

15 free accessory ports for various options 

High vaccum mode 

Optional: local charge compensation  

with in situ cleaning

Single GIS (Pt, C)

Multi GIS (Pt, C, W, Au, H2O, I2, SiOx, XeF2)

Optional:  

Multi GIS integrated CC or local  

CC Chamber SE, Inlens SE,  

InlensDuo and SESI Detectors functional 

with active CC

Single GIS (Pt, C)

Multi GIS (Pt, C, W, Au, H2O, I2, SiOx, XeF2)

Optional:  

Chamber VP, multi GIS integrated CC or 

local CC Chamber SE, Inlens SE,  

InlensDuo and SESI Detectors functional  

with active CC

Single GIS (Pt, C)

Multi GIS (Pt, C, W, Au, H2O, I2, SiOx, XeF2)

Optional:  

Multi GIS integrated CC or local  

CC Chamber SE, Inlens SE,  

InlensDuo and SESI Detectors functional 

with active CC

Resolution: Up to 32,768 x 24,576 pixel  

A large number of integration and  

averaging modes available

Resolution: Up to 3,072 x 2,304 pixel  

Tilt correction & milling mode with  

a wide variety of user defined milling 

shapes and patterns 

(up to 50 k x 40 k  

with optional Atlas 3D)

Resolution: Up to 32,768 x 24,576 pixel  

Tilt correction & milling mode with  

a wide variety of user defined milling 

shapes and patterns 

(up to 50 k x 40 k  

with optional Atlas 3D)

Resolution: Up to 32,768 x 24,576 pixel  

Tilt correction & milling mode with  

a wide variety of user defined milling 

shapes and patterns 

(up to 50 k vx 40 k  

with optional Atlas 3D)

17 non-interlaced electron beam scan 

speeds, minimum dwell time 25 ns

15 non-interlaced electron beam scan 

speeds, minimum dwell time 100 ns

17 non-interlaced electron beam scan 

speeds, minimum dwell time 25 ns

17 non-interlaced electron beam scan 

speeds, minimum dwell time 25 ns

Single 24‘‘ TFT monitor with SEM image 

displayed at 1024 x 768 pixel

Two24‘‘ TFT monitor with SEM image 

and Windows® overlay

Two24‘‘ TFT monitor with SEM image 

and Windows® overlay

Two24‘‘ TFT monitor with SEM image 

and Windows® overlay

SmartSEM with Windows® operating  

system, operated by mouse, keyboard, 

joystick, control panel

SmartSEM with Windows® operating  

system, operated by mouse, keyboard, 

joystick, control panel

SmartSEM with Windows® operating  

system, operated by mouse, keyboard, 

joystick, control panel

SmartSEM with Windows® operating  

system, operated by mouse, keyboard, 

joystick, control panel

Airlock, Plasma cleaner, Shuttle & Find 

3View® 

Atlas, Atlas Array Tomography

Airlock, Plasma cleaner, Shuttle & Find 

Atlas, Atlas Array Tomography

Laser ablation Airlock 

Plasma cleaner, Precision Stage 

6“ chamber & 6“ Stage, Shuttle & Find, 

Atlas, Atlas Array Tomography

Laser ablation Airlock, 

Plasma cleaner, Precision Stage 

6“ chamber & 6“ Stage, Shuttle & Find, 

Atlas, Atlas Array Tomography

EDS, EBSD, WDS EDS, EBSD, WDS, SIMS EDS, EBSD, WDS, SIMS EDS, EBSD, WDS, SIMS

Technical Specifications
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Compare FE-SEMs and FIB-SEMs Compare Scanning Electron Microscopes

experiments compared

ZEISS System sigma sigma Hd merLin  

compact

merLin aUriga  

compact

crossbeam 340 crossbeam 540

imaging

Imaging resolution 2.8 nm @ 1 kV 

1.5 nm @ 15 kV 

1.9 nm @ 1 kV  

1.0 nm @ 15 kV

1.6 nm @ 1 kV  

0.8 nm @ 15 kV

1.4 nm @ 1 kV 

0.8 nm @ 15 kV 

0.6 nm @ 30 kV 

STEM

2.5 nm @ 1 kV 

1.2 nm @ 15 kV 

0.9 nm @ 30 kV 

STEM

1.9 nm @ 1 kV 

1.0 nm @ 15 kV 

0.9 nm @ 30 kV 

STEM

1.8 nm @ 1 kV 

0.9 nm @ 15 kV 

0.7 nm @ 30 kV 

STEM

Maximum current 20 nA (100 nA 

optional)

20 nA (100 nA 

optional)

20 nA (100 nA 

optional)

40 nA (100 nA or 

300 nA optional)

100 nA 20 nA (100 nA 

optional)

40 nA (100 nA or 

300 nA optional)

Voltage range up to 30 kV up to 30 kV up to 30 kV up to 30 kV up to 30 kV 

(SEM) /  

1 – 30 kV (FIB)

up to 30 kV 

(SEM) /  

0.5 – 30 kV (FIB)

up to 30 kV 

(SEM) /  

0.5 – 30 kV (FIB)

Maximum image size 3 k x 2 k,  

8 bit

12 k x 9 k,  

16 bit

32 k x 24 k,  

16 bit

32 k x 24 k,  

16 bit

3072 x 2304,  

8 bit

32 k x 24 k,  

16 bit 

(up to 50 k x 40 k 

with optional  

Atlas 3D)

32 k x 24 k,  

16 bit 

(up to 50 k x 40 k 

with optional  

Atlas 3D)

Minimum dwell time 100 nsec 50 nsec 25 nsec 25 nsec 100 nsec 25 nsec 25 nsec

selected detection modes

Chamber SE detection  

for sample topography 

  high efficiency 

option for  

2x faster scan

high efficiency 

option for  

2x faster scan



Inlens SE detection  

for high resolution surface imaging

      

Inlens Energy selective Backscattered  

detection (EsB) sensitive to materials  

compounds and their derivates and phases

switchable  

with Inlens SE

parallel  

with Inlens SE

switchable  

with Inlens SE

parallel  

with Inlens SE

Chamber Backscattered detection  

for compositional contrast

      

Angular selective Backscattered detection  

for material and crystallographic contrast

1 channel 1 channel 4 channels 4 channels 1 channel 4 channels 4 channels

STEM detection  

for high resolution transmission imaging

multi mode  

STEM 

multi mode  

STEM

aSTEM annular 

design with  

simultaneous ac-

quisition modes 

aSTEM annular 

design with  

simultaneous ac-

quisition modes 

multi mode  

STEM

aSTEM annular 

design with  

simultaneous ac-

quisition modes 

aSTEM annular 

design with  

simultaneous ac-

quisition modes 

application modules and selected options

Large area mapping (Atlas)      (Atlas 3D)  (Atlas 3D)  (Atlas 3D)

Automated 3D acquisition of serial sections  

(Atlas Array Tomography)

      

Block face imaging  (3View®)  (3View®)  (3View®)  (FIB)  (FIB)  (FIB)

Site specific milling  

of standard and cryogenic samples

  

3D surface topography visualization  

(3DSM – 3 dimensional surface modelling)

  real time real time 

Variable pressure (VP) for imaging  

and analytics of charging samples  

(incl. VPSE detector)

   

Charge compensation  

for non-conductive samples

 ( pole piece CC/ 

needle CC)

 (needle CC)  (needle CC)  (needle CC)  (needle CC)

Probe current optimized resolution    

In situ cleaning     

Shuttle & Find       

Atomic resolution AFM  

  Available

conventional sems

ZEISS System eVo Ls 10 eVo Ls 15 eVo Ls 25 eVo Hd 15 Ls eVo Hd 25 Ls

basic specifications

Imaging resolution 3 nm (2 nm) @ 30 kV SE and W (LaB6)

4 nm @ 30 kV BSD (VP mo de)

1.9 nm @ 30 kV SE

3 nm @ 30 kV SE (VP mode)

Voltage range up to 30 kV

Magnification < 7 – 1,000,000 < 5 – 1,000,000

Chamber pressure range 10 – 3000 Pa

selected detection modes

Chamber SE detection

for sample topography

    

Chamber Backscattered detection

for compositional contrast

    

Variable Pressure 

Secondary Electron Detector

    

STEM detection for high

resolution transmission imaging

    

Specimen Current Detector

(SCD)

    

chamber and stage configurations

Chamber size 310 mm (Ø)

x 220 mm (h)

365 mm (Ø)

x 275 mm (h)

420 mm (Ø)

x 330 mm (h)

365 mm (Ø)

x 275 mm (h)

420 mm (Ø)

x 330 mm (h)

Move ranges of

5-Axes Motorized Specimen Stage

x = 80 mm

y = 100 mm

Z = 35 mm

T = -10° to 90°

R = 360°  

(continuous)

x = 125 mm

y = 125 mm

Z = 50 mm

T = -10° to 90°

R = 360°  

(continuous)

x = 130 mm

y = 130 mm

Z = 50 mm

T = -10° to 90°

R = 360°  

(continuous)

x = 125 mm

y = 125 mm

Z = 50 mm

T = -10° to 90°

R = 360°  

(continuous)

x = 130 mm

y = 130 mm

Z = 50 mm

T = -10° to 90°

R = 360°  

(continuous)

Maximum specimen size 100 mm 145 mm 210 mm 145 mm 210 mm

  Available

experiments compared

ZEISS System eVo Ls 10 eVo Ls 15 eVo Ls 25 eVo Hd 15 Ls eVo Hd 25 Ls

Handling of bulky samples  

 

           

Topography imaging of standard samples  

(Chamber SE detector)

  

 

           

Imaging of beam sensitive samples

(Chamber SE detector, chamber BSE detector,  

beam deceleration)

  

 

           

Imaging of non-conductive samples

(Variable Pressure Secondary Detector)

  

 

           

Environmental imaging 

(Water vapor, extended pressure, cooled)

  

 

           

  Suitable 

    Particularly suitable

See the relative performance of the FE-SEMs and FIB-SEMs recommended for life science applications from a technical perspective. With a SEM from the EVO series you decide for a classic scanning electron microscope. It leads you beyond the resolution of optical  

microscopes and is your instrument of choice for high flexibility. Direct comparison with scores in the tables for Field Emission and  

Focus Ion Beam Scanning Electron Microscopes is not possible due to the different technology, ability and performance in FE-SEMS and 

SEMs. This table shows the relative performance of the EVO series of ZEISS Scanning Electron Microscopes from a technical perspective 

and a comparison which instrument will fit best for a typical application. Two points will be better than one, but not necessarily twice  

as good. Scores are comparable within the same row.



Investigation of optical and structural proper-

ties of the wings of Squinting Bush Brown 

butterfly, Bicyclus anynana. Only parts of the 

scales show auto-fluorescence. After LSM the 

sample was coated with Au-Pd. Overlay Im-

age of LSM 780 and AURIGA 60, Inlens im-

age. Courtesy of Kathleen L. Prudic, Depart-

ment of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, 

Yale University, K. Czymmek and J. Caplan, 

Delaware Biotechnology Institute, University 

of Delaware, USA                       Page 5, 7

Inner surface of a sucker with minute 

dents, freshly hatched larva of Eledone 

sp., critcal point dried, gold-coated, 

SEM, SE2 image. 

Page 5, 7

Heart muscle, mouse, ultrathin section, 

ultramicrotome, on grid, SEM, STEM 

image.

Courtesy of M. Krüger, Institute for 

Anatomy, University Leipzig, Germany 

Page 12

3D reconstruction of bacterial infection 

of Mammalian cells, resin-embedded 

blockface, FIB-SEM, EsB image, Atlas 

3D, 20 000 μm3 automated run. 

Sample: courtesy of Dr. G. Murphy and 

Dr. S. Subramaniam, National Cancer 

Institute, National Institutes of Health, 

Bethesda MD USA

Page 14, 45

Image stack of mouse brain, tissue  

embedded in a block of resin, SEM, 

BSE image, 3View®, automated run. 

Courtesy of Naomi Kamasawa,  

Max Planck Florida Institute,  

R. Shigemoto, Nation Institute for 

Physiological Sciences Okazaki, Japan

Page 15

Mouse extraocular muscle with  

reconstructed peripheral nerves,  

100 x 100 x 100 micrometer 3D data-

set with 1,000 slices, resin embedded 

blockface sample, SEM, BSE image, 

3View®.

Sample: courtesy of Dr. P. Munro,  

UCL, UK 

Page 15, 41

3D reconstruction of a yeast cell, 

3.72 * 3.72 * 15 nm volume shows ER,  

nucleus, cisternae, vesicles, lipid  

droplets, microtubules, mitochondriae, 

cell walls. Block sample, FIB-SEM.   

J. Caplan, Delaware Biotechnology  

Insitute, University of Delaware, USA. 

BioTechniques 53: 41-48 (July 2012) 

doi 10.2144/000113850  

Page 16

Cross-section of resin embedded  

Trypanosoma brucei, prepared with 

FIB-SEM. The flagella and the sub-

pellicular microtubular array are  

clearly visible.

Courtesy of S. Vaughan, Research 

Group “Cell biology of trypanosomes”, 

Oxford, UK

Page 17

Podocytes of a mouse kidney with the 

lipid bilayer visible, ultrathin section by 

ultramictrotome, on grid. Image: SEM,

STEM image. 

Courtesy of K. Amann, Institute  

for Pathology, Department of Nephro-

pathology, University Erlangen- 

Nürnberg, Germany 

Page 13

3D reconstruction of neurons from  

Atlas dataset, mouse, brain, ultrathin 

sections on wafer, ATUM preparation, 

image width 50 * 50 μm, SEM.

Courtesy of Daniel Berger, Group of S. 

Seung, Dep. Brain and Cognitive  

Sciences, MIT. G. J. Lichtman,  

Molecular and Cellular Biology,  

Harvard, USA  

Page 13

3D nanotomogram generated  

from ~300 consecutive, 10 nm thick  

FIB-SEM sections of resin embedded 

Trypanosoma brucei. 

Courtesy of Dr. S. Vaughan, Brookes 

University, Research Group  

“Cell biology of trypanosomes”,  

Oxford, UK

Page 17

Correlation of SIM-, dSTORM and SEM 

images after automated recovery with 

Shuttle & Find. Yeast cell walls labeled 

in blue (Calcofluor), a G-protein coupled 

receptor labeled in red. High pressure 

freezing, resin embedded, ultrathin  

sections, ultramicrotome, on ITO  

cover slips. 

Courtesy of K. Czymmek, J. Caplan,  

Delaware Biotechnology Insitute,  

University of Delaware, USA   Page 21

Correlative imaging of mouse neurons 

using two-photon microscopy and FIB-

SEM imaging. (A) in-vivo 2-photon  

imaging. (D) Reconstructionof dendritic 

spines. (E) FIB-SEM image out of the 

focus ion beam stack. (G) Detail from 

FIB image stack.  

J. Herms, L. Blazuezlorca, Institute for 

Neuropathology, LMU München 

Page 21

Arms with suckers of Eledone  

sp.-larva, critcal point dried,  

gold-coated, SE2 image. 

Page 22

Arabidopsis imaged in environmental 

conditions, fine structure fully  

preserved.  

SEM, 4Q-BSD at 20 keV,  

650 Pa water, Coolstage 4.3°C.

Page 23

3D model of the shell of a snail.  

3DSM reconstructs these models out of 

four images simultaneously acquired 

by the AsB4 detector – in real time.  

Ir-coated sample, SEM. 

Page 23

Cryo SE2 image of lower surface of  

a leaf (linden), native sample, SEM, 

cryo unit. Field of view 25 μm.

Page 18

E. coli, bacteria, cryo FIB-SEM, doted 

with silver nanoparticles. Left: Inlens,

Right: EsB image. 

Sample courtesy of R. Niessner,  

N. Ivleva, M. Seidel, A. Kunze, Institute 

of Hydrochemistry, Chair for Analytical 

Chemistry, TU Muenchen, Germany

Page 19, 24, 28, 37

Human cells, cryo-fixed and processed 

by cryo FIBSEM in the hydrated state, 

Inlens image. 

Sample Courtesy of M. Grabenbauer, 

MPI Dortmund, Germany 

Page 19

Makrophages feeding on fluorescent 

beads ranging in size from 5 to 1 μm, 

cell culture on ITO glass coverslip. 

Overlay image: LM DIC and fluores-

cence with SEM, SE2 image. 

Courtesy of K. Czymmek and  

J. Caplan, Delaware Biotechnology  

Institute, University of Delaware, USA

Page 20

54 55

Image Acknowledgements



Detection 

InLens  EsB / InlensDuo

InLensEsB unique for Merlin with GEMINI II,  for compositional 
imaging, unique detection of InLens back scatter electrons (BSEs ) 
in the low loss regime.

InLensDuo unique for Merlin Compact with GEMINI I,  for 
sequential imaging of InLensSEs and InLensBSEs.

Sample: Trypanosoma (pathogen of Malaria disease), ultrathin 
section, quantum dot marked , QDs visible due to their bright 
contrast visualized by the low loss regime of EsB detector. Sample 
Courtesy of the University Tübingen, Germany.

BSD 

Several BackScatterDetectors are at your choice:

AsB: Angular selective Backscatter detector, in GEMINI columns, for 
material or crystallographic contrast. 

Chamber Backscatter Detectors, with 4 or 5 segments for material or 
shadow (enhanced topography) contrast.

Image: Apex of rat kidney epithelium cells showing microvilli and 
numerous mitochondira, resin embedded tissue in a block, block face 
imaged with AsB detector. Sample courtesy of Gatan.

Technology

54 55

STEM

Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy detector for high resolution 
transmission imaging in brightfield, darkfield, high angular annular darkfield 
or combinations of them, for GEMINI columns.

Sample: mouse, brain, ultrathin section on a grid,  double membrane of 
mitochondria resolved down to lipid bilayer structure. Left: aSTEM 
Brightfield, right: aSTEM darkfield. STEM images achieve the highest 
resolution possible in a SEM, especially in a FE-SEM even lipid bilaysers can 
be resolved. Sample courtesy EPFL Lausanne.

Chamber SE 

Chamber (Everhardt-Thornley) SE. The classical detector for 
topography. 

Sample: Mouse, fixed, critical point dried, uncoated lung alveola, 
cilia lining the inner epithelium, sample courtesy University Tromso, 
Norway.

InLens SE 

InLensSE detection for high resolution surface imaging, unique in 
GEMINI columns. 

The same sample site as above. Additionally to its well-known 
excellent performance in high resolution and surface sensitivity the 
In-lens detector visualizes the interior of the alveola.

VPSE

Variabel Pressure Secondary Electron detector, especially built for topography 
imaging in low vacuum conditions, called variable pressure.
Sample: butterfly Cethosia biblis, scales on an uncoated butterfly wing.

Extended Pressure Secondary Electron detector, only for EVO LS, especially 
built for topography imgaing in environmental conditions with water vapor 
atmosphere in the SEM chamber. (Retractable, placed below the pole piece, 
not illustrated here).

Sample: chains of mildew on the surface of a leaf during phytopathological 
investigations, captured at 568 Pa of water vapor and using the Coolstage. 

EPSE

GEMINI design

56 57

Chains of mildew on the surface of  

a leaf during phytopathological inves-

tigations, in environmental conditions, 

SEM; EPSE detector, only EVO LS.

Page 29

Morphology of the prosoma of  

Stephanois hirsuta, so to say the 

“head” of the spider. Sample coated, 

SEM, SE2 image.  

Sample: courtesy of S. Benjamin,  

Institute of Fundamental Studies,  

Kandy, Sri Lanka; Zoological Research 

Museum, Alexander Koenig, Bonn, 

Germany

Page 33

The stamen is the pollen producing  

reproductive organ of a flower. This 

section through the anther of Gagea 

soleirolii F.W. Schultz ex Mutel shows 

the pollen. Sample uncoated, dried at 

atmosphere, SEM, Variable Pressure, 

BSE image. 

Sample: courtesy of F.M. Vázquez Pardo, 

Center for Forestal Investigations,  

Finca La Orden, Spain 

Page 33

The same as above imaged with the 

Inlens, now showing additional  

information about the interior of the 

cavity of the lung alveola, SEM. 

Sample: courtesy of University  

of Tromsø, Norway

Page 28

Scales on an uncoated butterfly wing, 

Cethosia biblis, Variabel Pressure  

Secondary Electron detector, imaging 

in low vacuum conditions, called  

variable pressure, SEM.

Page 29, 35

Mouse brain imaged with SIGMA 3View, 

stack of 75 images with 7 nm pixels, 

Microtome set to remove 15 nm/slice. 

Blockface, SEM, BSE image. 

Sample: courtesy of N. Kamasawa,  

Max Planck Florida Institute, USA and 

R. Shigemoto, National Institute for 

Physiological Sciences, Okazaki, Japan

Page 41

Overlay of a widefield and SIM image 

(red: actin, green: endosomes, blue: 

nucleus).

Sample: courtesy of K. J. Czymmek and 

J. L. Caplan, Delaware Biotechnology

Institute, University of Delaware, USA

Page 47

Choose from a range of backscatter 

detectors: Chamber Backscatter detec-

tors (BSE) with 4 or 5 segments for ma-

terial contrast. Angular selective Back-

scatter (AsB) detector for material and 

crystal lographic contrast. Apex of rat 

kidney epithelium cells showing micro-

villi and numerous mitochondria, resin 

embedded tissue in a block, block face 

imaged with AsB detector. Sample: 

courtesy of Gatan, Inc. Page 29

Large scale image of rat brain`s  

vasculature. Mosaic acquired with  

Atlas Array Tomography. 20 single  

images, each image: 4089 * 4086  

pixels, pixel size 100 nm. Preparation 

of brain blood vessels using the  

corrosion cast technique, sample  

coated. SEM, SE2 image.

Page 43

Large scale image of an ultrathin  

section of a mouse brain on wafer  

acquired with Atlas Array Tomography. 

Field of View: 11848 μm * 9252 μm, 

pixel size 1 μm. SEM, Inlens image. 

Sample: courtesy of J. Lichtman,  

Harvard, USA

Page 43

Atlas 3D Key Frame Concept. 

Sample: courtesy of Dr. K. Narayan 

and Dr. S. Subramaniam, National 

Cancer Institute, National Institutes  

of Health, Bethesda MD USA

Page 45

Correlative image of a multi color SIM 

and SEM image of human platelets. 

(red: actin filaments, green: cellular 

platelet protein) 

Sample: courtesy of D. Woulfe, K. 

Czymmek and J. Caplan, University  

of Delaware, USA

Page 47

Bovine scleral collagen fibrils with  

Dperiodicity and matrix with nano-

structure of ~5 nm in diameter (bright 

color), 500 V, 30 pA, Inlens, MERLIN. 

Page 37

Mouse retina, resin embedded block, 

FIBSEM cut, virtual x/z section, data 

aquisition in x/y stepping in z. Voxel 

size 4 * 4 * 4 nm. 1002 x 663 pixels. 

Sample: courtesy of C. Genoud,  

Interdisciplinary Centre for Electron  

Microscopy (EPFL-CIME), Lausanne, 

Swizerland

Page 39

Mouse brain, ultrathin section on a 

grid, double membrane of mitochon-

dria resolved down to lipid bilayer 

structure. Left: annular STEM (aSTEM) 

brightfield, Right: aSTEM darkfield. 

Sample: courtesy of EPFL Lausanne, 

Switzerland

Page 29

Golgi reconstruction with connections 

to the nucleus, blockface, FIB-SEM. 

Page 39

Cilia lining the inner epithelium of a 

lung alveola, mouse, fixed, critical 

point dried, uncoated. Imaged with 

the Chamber-SE showing classical  

topography, SEM.  

Sample: courtesy of University  

of Tromsø, Norway

Page 28

Image Acknowledgements
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You Work Hard: We Make Sure Your Microscope Keeps Pace with You

High imaging quality, reliable results and instrument availability are the parameters of 

your day-to-day working life. Your ZEISS microscope integrates seamlessly into this  

demanding workflow. It provides you with insights and results that you can trust;  

thorough, comprehensive and reproducible. With our Life Cycle Management we help 

you to keep your microscope in optimum condition to get these optimum results. 

Life Cycle Management Comes with Your Microscope

Life Cycle Management from ZEISS backs up our solutions throughout the working life  

of your ZEISS microscope system. From the procurement phase onward, you can count  

on our support with site surveys to optimize the location for your microscope system. 

Throughout the operational phase we will complement our service with support for  

relocations and upgrade opportunities that enhance or expand your possibilities. As soon 

as you think about replacing your long-serving microscope by a new one, we will take care 

of the disassembly and disposal of systems that are no longer needed. Rely on our service 

features: our employees analyse the status of your system and solve problems via remote 

maintenance or directly at your location.

From Expert to Expert

Never hesitate to ask our application specialists to support your specific tasks. Take  

advantage of our training sessions for any colleagues or employees who will be working 

with your ZEISS microscope.

Peace of Mind and Availability with regular Maintenance

Your service plan is tailor-made for you. Make sure you take advantage of all the  

opportunities your ZEISS microscope system offers. Get optimized performance, instrument 

reliability and availability at predictable costs. Choose from different service levels of our 

Protect-Service Plans, ranging from Protect preventive, via Protect advanced, to Protect 

premium. We look forward to discussing your ideal Service Plan personally. 

Service and Support

for Your ZEISS Microscope System

ZEISS Moments are about passion. The same passion

that drives us to support and accompany you and  

your ZEISS microscope over its life cycle ensures that 

your work will lead systematically to success.



// insigHt
 made by Zeiss

How will doctors treat their patients in the future? How far can we go with the miniatur-

ization of semiconductor structures? What role will photographs and videos play in the 

way we communicate in years to come? These and many other questions are what drive 

us every day at ZEISS. Only those who ask will find the answers.

As pioneers in the industry and one of today’s worldwide leaders in the field of optics  

and optoelectronics, we have always pushed the limits of the imagination at ZEISS.

The questions for medicine in the future are already being worked on by our people –

with boldness, passion, and innovation. From this impetus will come medical instruments

that optimize the success of treatments and laboratory devices that will underpin medical

advances.

The many challenges that industry faces also motivate us to keep on setting new standards 

in technology. As we do, quality in all components is being safeguarded by ZEISS. Just as it 

will be in the smaller, higher-performance and low-priced microchip of the future. 

ZEISS researchers and developers are working with equal determination on realizing their 

quality standards for moving and fixed images. Whether in the largest planetarium in the 

world or in the smallest smartphone that has ever been built, it’s going to happen and you 

will see it. This passion for topmost performance links all business areas at ZEISS. That’s 

how we create advantages for our customers and inspire the world to look for things that 

were hidden until now.

The moment you see something that
has been hidden from you until now. 
This is the moment we work for.
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Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH 
07745 Jena, Germany
 
BioSciences 
microscopy@zeiss.com
www.zeiss.com/microscopy


